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Background—Delivery of inappropriate shocks caused by misdetection of supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) remains a substantial complication of implanted cardioverter/defibrillator (ICD) therapy. Whether use of optimally programmed dual-chamber ICDs lowers this risk compared with that in single-chamber ICDs is not clear.

Methods and Results—Subjects with a clinical indication for ICD (n = 400) at 27 participating centers received dual-chamber ICDs and were randomly assigned to strictly defined optimal single- or dual-chamber detection in a single-blind manner. Programming minimized ventricular pacing. The primary end point was the proportion of SVT episodes inappropriately detected from the time of programming until crossover or end of study. On a per-episode basis, 42% of the episodes in the single-chamber arm and 69% of the episodes in the dual-chamber arm were due to SVT. Mortality (3.5% in both groups) and early study withdrawal (14% single-chamber, 11% dual-chamber) were similar in both groups. The rate of inappropriate detection of SVT was 39.5% in the single-chamber detection arm compared with 30.9% in the dual-chamber arm. The odds of inappropriate detection were decreased by almost half with the use of the dual-chamber detection enhancements (odds ratio, 0.53; 95% confidence interval, 0.30 to 0.94; P = 0.03).

Conclusions—Dual-chamber ICDs, programmed to optimize detection enhancements and to minimize ventricular pacing, significantly decrease inappropriate detection. (Circulation. 2006;113:2871-2879.)
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The implanted cardioverter/defibrillator (ICD) is highly effective in decreasing mortality due to cardiac arrhythmias in high-risk patients.1 2 However, delivery of inappropriate shocks caused by misclassification of rapidly conducted supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) as ventricular tachycardia (VT) remains a substantial complication of ICD therapy, affecting 8% to 40% of patients.2-8 Inappropriate shocks can lead to pain, anxiety, depression, impaired quality of life, proarrhythmia, and poor tolerance of life-saving ICD therapy.9

Intuitively, dual-chamber detection enhancements, which use atrial and ventricular intracardiac information to formulate a diagnosis, should be superior to single-chamber, ventricular-only detection enhancements. However, early nonrandomized studies and subsequent small randomized studies failed to show any superiority of dual-chamber over single-chamber diagnosis.3-5 Moreover, the finding that backup ventricular pacing is not inferior to dual-chamber pacing in ICD recipients who do not require pacing10 and recent studies showing the effectiveness of single-chamber ICDs in prophylactic sudden death prevention1 have led to a decrease in dual-chamber ICD use. In the United States, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services ruled that “providers must justify the medical necessity of devices other than those with a single lead.”11
Detection enhancement programming is complex, and one reason for the lack of superiority of dual-chamber over single-chamber enhancements in previous studies may have been the use of nonoptimal enhancement settings. Perhaps more important, improvements in atrial sensing and morphology-based algorithms, which may substantially improve dual-chamber detection, have recently become available. We hypothesized that the optimal use of the latest generation dual-chamber detection enhancements would decrease inappropriate detection of SVT compared with optimal single-chamber detection enhancements in a broad population of ICD recipients. If true, this would indicate that dual-chamber ICDs are preferable to single-chamber devices in most ICD recipients because of a decrease in the morbidity due to inappropriate therapy.

Methods

Study Conduct

The study was investigator initiated and managed. Data were independently managed by Mayo Clinical Trial Services. A steering committee of 2 electrophysiologists (P.A.F., M.G.), 2 statisticians (R.L.M., W.R.B.), and a coordinating center representative met approximately every 3 months to review safety and accrual data. The members of the steering committee wrote the article and assume overall responsibility for the data and analysis. The study was supported by an unrestricted grant from St Jude Medical (St Paul, Minn), which had no role in study design, analysis, or interpretation. The institutional review boards of all participating institutions approved the study.

Study Design

Subjects were enrolled between December 2002 and October 2004 at 27 participating centers. Eligible patients had a clinical indication for ICD therapy and received a dual-chamber defibrillator. Patients were excluded if any of the following conditions were present: age younger than 18 years, Mobitz II or greater heart block, previous atrioventricular (AV) node ablation, permanent atrial fibrillation or flutter, preexisting separate pacemaker pulse generator that was not to be explanted, life expectancy of <1 year or on a transplant waiting list, intra-aortic balloon pump, inotropic drug (not digitalis) necessary for hemodynamic support, chronic serious bacterial infection, inability to receive nonthoracotomy ICD, or inability to program device as per protocol.

Subjects were randomly assigned to device programming for ventricular-only or dual-chamber detection within 3 days of ICD implantation in a single-blind manner (subject not aware). The randomization was balanced within a site in blocks, with the use of sequentially numbered, opaque sealed envelopes. Subjects were followed up for 6 months, with a patient visit, device function assessment, and data collection at baseline and at 3 follow-up visits scheduled at 2 to 4 weeks, 3 months, and 6 months after programming. Data from unscheduled visits were also retrieved for analysis.

Devices and Programming

All subjects received a dual-chamber ICD manufactured by St Jude Medical. Systematic efforts were made during implantation to eliminate far-field R wave oversensing, and the absence or presence of far-field R wave oversensing was recorded.

The optimal detection enhancement programming used in this study was defined by a previous analysis of a large episode database and determined by the investigators, with manufacturer input. Detection enhancement programming is summarized in Figure 1. Programming was specified to minimize ventricular pacing.

Defibrillator programmers were preloaded with study templates for dual-chamber and ventricular-only detection enhancement to facilitate uniform programming across all subjects. Dual-chamber detection used rate branch classification based on the relative rates in the atria (A) and ventricles (V; V>A, V=A, or V<A) before application of detection enhancements to maximize enhancement performance, as described in Figure 1. In all subjects, use of extended timers that delivered therapy after a tachyarrhythmia duration was met regardless of device diagnosis was disallowed to prevent degradation of detection specificity. At least 1 detection zone with rate enhancements was programmed. To ensure a large window...
for rhythm discrimination, a VT detection rate no faster than 150 beats per minute (bpm) and a ventricular fibrillation (VF) detection rate no slower than 200 bpm, with application of discriminators up to the VF cutoff, were required. It was strongly suggested that devices in all subjects be programmed to DDD or DDI with a lower rate of 50 to 60 bpm with an AV interval as long as possible to permit native conduction when present. Use of antitachycardia pacing (ATP) in the VT zone was strongly encouraged to minimize painful shocks. However, to maximize detection programming compliance, all therapy programming was at the discretion of the investigator. Optimization of subparameters without changing detection type (single- or dual-chamber) was permitted after a subject received an inappropriate therapy. Optimization events were recorded.

End Points
The primary end point was the proportion of SVT episodes inappropriately detected (number of inappropriately detected SVT episodes divided by total number of SVT episodes) from the time of programming until crossover or end of study. Inappropriately detected SVT was defined as any SVT episode that met ventricular rate criteria and was inappropriately classified as VT. Any episode lasting long enough to trigger detection resulting in a stored electrogram was reviewed and classified in an unblinded manner by the site investigator and in a blinded manner by a core group investigator; discrepancies in the overall type (SVT versus VT) were adjudicated by an additional blinded review. Disagreements concerning arrhythmia subtypes (type of SVT or VT) were not adjudicated, and results presented are based on the opinion of the blinded reviewer. Secondary end points included time to first inappropriately treated episode, VT/VF sensitivity, number of arrhythmia-related hospitalizations or clinic visits, and the early termination rate. A post hoc analysis was performed to determine how selection of a VT detection rate >150 bpm would alter detection and discrimination.

Sample Size and Power
We estimated that 30% of patients would have at least 1 SVT episode during the 6-month follow-up period. We predicted that the single-chamber device would inappropriately detect 30% of the SVT episodes. In contrast, we believed that if only 10% of all SVT episodes for the dual-chamber group were inappropriately detected, this would constitute a minimal clinically important decrease of 20 percentage points. To have sufficient power to detect a 20% decrease in SVT episodes observed, 1253 episodes were required (528 in 36 subjects and 725 in 42 subjects). The sample size was increased to 400 subjects per arm to maintain an 80% power. Many subjects had >1 episode, which increased the study power.

Statistical Analysis
Patient characteristics were compared between study arms with the use of 2-sample t tests for continuous variables and χ² tests for categorical variables. If the number of occurrences of a categorical variable was very small, we verified the results using the Fisher exact test.

The primary end point was the proportion of SVT episodes inappropriately detected by the device within the first 6 months after implantation. A logistic regression model was fit to investigate the association between treatment group (dual- versus single-chamber) and the odds of inappropriate detection. The correlation between multiple episodes within the same subject was accounted for by using a generalized estimating equations (GEE) approach, with a compound symmetrical correlation structure. Note that the GEE model estimates an odds ratio, not a relative risk. The odds ratio does not approximate the relative risk in this study because the end point is not rare. We report the raw per-episode rates of inappropriate detection and the GEE-adjusted rates, which move the per-episode rate estimates toward the average per-subject rate based on the within-subject correlation and the GEE model. Time to first inappropriate detection was examined graphically with Kaplan-Meier plots and with Cox proportional hazards regression models including a term for programming arm. Time was indexed in 2 ways: by calendar time and by the number of SVT episodes observed. χ² tests were used to compare rates of early study withdrawal and crossovers between study arms. The total number of hospitalizations and clinic visits related to arrhythmias or inappropriate therapies delivered by the ICD was compared by Wilcoxon rank sum tests. The authors had full access to the data and take responsibility for its integrity. All authors have read and agree to the manuscript as written.

Results
Patients and Events
During the study period, 400 subjects were prospectively randomly assigned to ventricular-only (n=199) or dual-chamber (n=201) detection. A total of 1253 arrhythmia episodes occurred in 103 of the 199 subjects in the ventricular-only detection arm, and 1090 episodes occurred in 104 of the 201 subjects in the dual-chamber detection arm (Figure 2). Sixty-two subjects (31%) in the ventricular-only arm and 75 subjects (37%) in the dual-chamber arm had SVTs; the risk of SVT occurrence was similar in patients with and without a history of SVT. On a per-episode basis, 42% of the episodes in the single-chamber arm and 69% of the episodes in the dual-chamber arm were due to SVT (P = 0.06). Mortality (3.5% in both groups) and overall early study withdrawal (noncompletion of 6 months of follow-up due to any
cause, including death; 14% ventricular-only, 11% dual-chamber) were similar in both groups \(P=0.46\). More patients crossed over from ventricular-only to dual-chamber detection \(n=17\) than the reverse \(n=2; P<0.001\), but the overall crossover rate was small.

Demographic and clinical data for the 2 treatment groups are shown in the Table. No clinically important differences were seen between the groups at baseline. At baseline, the mean left ventricular ejection fraction was 32±13%, the ICD was implanted in 67% of subjects for primary sudden death prevention, and 25% of subjects had a known history of SVT.

Use of AV node conduction slowing medications and antiarhythmic medications was the same in both groups at baseline \(P=0.47\) and at each follow-up visit. Far-field R wave oversensing at device check occurred in 3% of patients in the dual-chamber arm and 9% of subjects in the ventricular-only arm.

### Primary End Point: Inappropriate Detection

The rate of inappropriate detection of SVT was 39.5% (210 of 531 SVT episodes) (GEE rate estimate, 46.5%) in the ventricular-only detection arm compared with 30.9% (232 of 750 episodes) (GEE rate estimate, 32.3%) in the dual-chamber arm (Figure 3). After we accounted for the positive correlation between multiple episodes occurring within the same subject, the odds of inappropriate detection were decreased by almost half with the use of the dual-chamber detection enhancements \(\text{odds ratio, 0.53 [95\% confidence interval, 0.30 to 0.94\%]; } P=0.03\). With the exception of sinus tachycardia, for which single- and dual-chamber detection were similar, dual-chamber detection consistently had a lower rate of inappropriate detection than ventricular-only detection across all arrhythmia subtypes (Figure 3). However, differences in classification of arrhythmia subtype between the site investigator and blinded reviewers were not adjudicated, and
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**Patient Characteristics and Medications by Study Group**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Characteristic/Medication</th>
<th>Ventricular Only (n=199)</th>
<th>Dual Chamber (n=201)</th>
<th>(P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age at implantation, y</td>
<td>65.1±11.3</td>
<td>64.3±11.3</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>156 (78)</td>
<td>163 (81)</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICD indication, primary prevention</td>
<td>132 (66)</td>
<td>136 (68)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left ventricular ejection fraction, %</td>
<td>32±13</td>
<td>32±13</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Arrhythmia history**

- Atrial fibrillation: 40 (20) vs. 36 (18) \(P=0.59\)
- Atrial flutter: 8 (4) vs. 12 (6) \(P=0.36\)
- Other SVT: 12 (6) vs. 8 (4) \(P=0.35\)
- VT: 128 (64) vs. 119 (59) \(P=0.32\)
- VF: 21 (11) vs. 31 (15) \(P=0.14\)
- Catheter ablation (not AV node): 1 (0.5) vs. 8 (4) \(P=0.02\)
- Surgical ablation: 2 (1) vs. 1 (0.5) \(P=0.56\)

**Cardiac history**

- Hypertension: 122 (61) vs. 111 (55) \(P=0.22\)
- Coronary artery disease: 161 (81) vs. 163 (81) \(P=0.96\)
- Percutaneous coronary intervention: 80 (40) vs. 91 (45) \(P=0.31\)
- Coronary artery bypass graft: 82 (41) vs. 90 (45) \(P=0.47\)
- Congestive heart failure: 98 (49) vs. 109 (54) \(P=0.32\)
- Dilated cardiomyopathy: 36 (18) vs. 30 (15) \(P=0.39\)

**AV node agents**

- \(\beta\)-Blocker: 162 (81) vs. 168 (84) \(P=0.37\)
- Calcium channel blocker: 12 (6) vs. 15 (7) \(P=0.37\)
- Non–AV nodal slowing (dihydropyridines): 19 (10) vs. 18 (9) \(P=0.37\)
- Digoxin/digitalis: 53 (27) vs. 70 (35) \(P=0.37\)
- Antiarrhythmic drugs: 59 (30) vs. 68 (34) \(P=0.37\)
- Sotalol: 14 (7) vs. 11 (5) \(P=0.37\)
- Amiodarone: 44 (22) vs. 55 (27) \(P=0.37\)
- Dofetilide: 0 (0) vs. 1 (0.5) \(P=0.37\)
- Other: 9 (5) vs. 9 (4) \(P=0.37\)

Values are mean±SD or number of patients (percentage).
these rates are presented only to examine consistency across the subtypes. In general, rate branch sorting permitted differential application of the detection enhancements, resulting in superior performance of dual-chamber algorithms, as shown in Figure 4. SVT occurred in the VF zone (in which detection enhancements were not applied) in 17% of all inappropriately detected episodes in the dual-chamber arm and 2% in the single-chamber arm \( (P<0.001) \). Of all SVT episodes detected as VF, the investigator classified 45% as atrial fibrillation, 10% as atrial flutter, and 45% as 1:1 SVT or “other.”

In terms of the statistical analysis, the within-subject correlation was quite high \( (r=0.50) \). This is likely because subjects tend to experience the same types of arrhythmias repeatedly. Thus, it is important to use a statistical model that can handle correlated data. On a per-subject basis, among those with some SVT episodes the median number of episodes was 4 (range, 1 to 58). The average per-subject rate of inappropriate detection was 51% for the single-chamber group and 34% for the dual-chamber group.

Figure 5 depicts the percentage of subjects with at least 1 inappropriate detection based on the number of episodes experienced. The cumulative number of recorded SVT episodes is used because detection enhancement effectiveness is best assessed by the response to actual episodes, as opposed to time to an episode. Subjects in the dual-chamber arm were less likely to have an inappropriate detection for any given number of recorded SVT episodes, although this difference did not reach statistical significance \( (P=0.13) \). The median number of episodes until the first inappropriate detection was...
1.5 for the single-chamber group and 4 for the dual-chamber group. The calendar time to first inappropriate detection of SVT episodes was not significantly different between groups (median, 103 days for ventricular-only versus 108 days for dual-chamber; \( P = 0.45 \)).

**Inappropriate Therapy Delivery**

Inappropriate detection led to inappropriate therapy delivery for the 2 groups, as depicted in Figure 6. The overall rate of inappropriate therapy delivery (ATP or shock) of 33.0% (GEE rate estimate, 38.3%) in the ventricular-only group was significantly greater than that in the dual-chamber group (24.8%; GEE rate estimate, 26.1%; \( P = 0.02 \)), for a 46% decrease in the odds of inappropriate therapy. The odds of an inappropriate shock were not significantly different (\( P = 0.18 \)) because of the greater use of ATP in the ventricular-only arm.

**VT Detection**

Overall, of 937 VT episodes that occurred (615 in the ventricular-only arm, 322 in the dual-chamber arm), 871 (93%) were detected. Of the 66 episodes that were not detected, 16 were sustained (>30 seconds in duration): 9 in the ventricular-only arm and 7 in the dual-chamber arm.

Thus, 98.2% of episodes were either detected or terminated spontaneously in <30 seconds. No VF episodes were missed (of 12 in the ventricular-only arm and 10 in the dual-chamber arm).

No difference was seen between the groups in the total number of arrhythmia-related hospitalizations (6% of patients in each group had at least 1 hospitalization) or additional clinic visits (5% of ventricular-only subjects, 7% of dual-chamber subjects). Optimization of detection enhancements within each study group was also the same, occurring in 34 subjects (17%) in the ventricular-only group (19 due to inappropriate detection of VT, 6 due to underdetection of VT/VF, and 9 not specified) and in 34 subjects (17%) in the dual-chamber group (23 for inappropriate detection of VT, 2 for underdetection of VT/VF, and 9 not specified).

**Complications**

In the entire study population, atrial lead fracture or failure was reported in 1 patient (0.25%), atrial lead dislodgment in 4 patients (1%), and atrial sensing errors in 4 patients (1%). There was no difference between groups in the rate of any complication. Atrial sensing errors were uncommon, occurring in <5% of patients in the dual-chamber group.

**Discussion**

**Main Findings**

Our study had 2 principal findings. First, the odds of inappropriate detection of SVT as VT were decreased by half with use of dual-chamber detection compared with ventricular-only detection with optimal programming of both. This observation held true in a broad population of ICD recipients and resulted from improved detection across all arrhythmia subtypes, with the exception of sinus tachycardia, for which detection was equivalent in both arms. Second, as expected, the decrease in inappropriate detections led to a decrease in inappropriate therapy, from 33% to 25% (including all therapy types) at 6 months. Although the overall number of therapies was decreased in the dual-chamber arm, the number of inappropriate ATP and inappropriate shocks was significantly lower in the dual-chamber arm compared with the single-chamber arm.
of shocks delivered was slightly higher in the dual-chamber arm, although this difference was not significant.

This discrepancy between therapies and shocks reflects the greater use of ATP in the ventricular-only arm. In our study, the type of therapy programmed was left up to the investigator to ensure compliance with the strict detection programming requirements. Treating physicians programmed more ATP for patients in the single-chamber arm to minimize the risk of inappropriate shock. Had identical therapies been programmed, we predict that dual-chamber detection would have resulted in fewer shocks. This result highlights the importance of detection and therapy programming in minimizing ICD morbidity. The role of ATP in reducing shocks has been described previously.18

Comparison With Other Studies
Most previous studies comparing dual-chamber with single-chamber ICDs have not found a superiority of dual-chamber detection.3–5 The lack of superiority in most previous studies relates to difficulties with atrial sensing, the predominant cause of detection errors in dual-chamber ICDs.19 Accurately determining that the ventricular rate is greater than the atrial rate eliminates approximately half of all tachycardia episodes from further analysis, which prevents subsequent detection error14; conversely, underdetecting the atrial rate leads to misclassification as “V>A” and to misdiagnosis of SVT as VT with consequent inappropriate therapy. Rate branch sorting also permits differential application of the detection enhancements on the basis of relative atrial and ventricular rates, improving the performance of the enhancements and the ICDs (Figure 4).14

In the present study, careful attention to atrial sensing resulted in <3% far-field R wave oversensing in the dual-chamber arm; atrial sensing errors accounted for only 5% of the misclassifications in the dual-chamber arm. In contrast, atrial sensing errors accounted for 41% to 75% of treated misclassifications in previous comparative studies.3,4,8 In the report by Kuhlkamp et al,3 an early-generation dual-chamber defibrillator was used with a relatively long, fixed, atrial blanking period (86 ms) after each sensed or paced ventricular event. This configuration resulted in the atrial undersensing that led to most misclassifications. In the trials by Theuns et al20 and Deisenhofer et al,4 various defibrillators with differing atrial sensing characteristics were used, but atrial sensing errors were common.

The 1+1 trial21 randomly assigned patients to a crossover comparison of single-chamber and dual-chamber detection. Only patients with known slow VT were enrolled. A “more than moderate superiority” of dual-chamber detection was found for the study end point, which was a combination of the number of inappropriate therapies and VTs slower than the VT detection interval. Our study confirms the results of the 1+1 trial and extends them beyond patients with known slow VTs to the general ICD population. Indeed, two thirds of the patients in the present study received their device for primary sudden death prevention.

Like the 1+1 trial and in contrast to other previous studies, all patients in our study received dual-chamber ICDs that recorded atrial and ventricular intracardiac electrograms. This ensured the accuracy of human-reviewer rhythm diagnosis in both study arms. In single-chamber devices, the absence of stored atrial electrograms limits interpretation of some arrhythmia episodes. Additionally, because the presence of atrial and ventricular electrograms in both groups gives their episode printouts an identical appearance, blinding for core group review was permitted, thus eliminating bias.

It must be emphasized that the high frequency of end point occurrence in the present study (40% in the ventricular-only arm, 31% in the dual-chamber arm) was because we used inappropriate detection rather than inappropriate therapy as our study end point. This end point was chosen because the selection of dual- or single-chamber detection directly affects detection, not ventricular therapy. The rate of inappropriate detection in our single-chamber arm was similar to that reported as a secondary end point by Theuns et al8 (42%). Moreover, the rate of inappropriate shock in our population (4% to 9%) compares favorably with the 10% to 41% described in the other comparative studies.3–5 Because detection enhancements are not applied during redetection in current ICDs and because many SVTs are not terminated by ventricular therapies, a single misclassified episode may result in many therapies.

Clinical Implications
Although the implantable defibrillator is the most effective therapy available for sudden death prevention, substantial morbidity results from inappropriate therapy. We found that with optimally programmed current-generation defibrillators, use of dual-chamber devices decreases the odds of inappropriate detection by approximately half compared with optimal single-chamber detection. Although this decrease in detection resulted in fewer inappropriate therapies, number of shocks was not decreased because of greater use of ATP in the single-chamber arm. The benefit of the atrial lead may be modest in that aggressive use of ATP may prove as effective as dual-chamber detection for preventing shocks; however, we believe appropriate diagnosis is superior to inappropriate ATP for shock prevention. Inappropriate ATP carries a small risk of proarrhythmia.

Other studies have found that a history of SVT predicts subsequent VT.6 In our study, we found no such association. The proportion of subjects having at least 1 episode of VT during the 6 months after implantation was high (32%), similar to that reported in other studies3–5 and almost identical for those with and without a history of VT. This result suggests that dual-chamber devices should be considered in all ICD patients. Our findings also support the previous observation that therapy programming with use of ATP further minimizes patient shocks.18,22 Shock delivery is the final step in a cascade of events beginning with detection. Attention to each step of the cascade will minimize ICD morbidity.

It is important to note that detection enhancements are nominally off in most currently available ICDs. In clinical use, the great majority of ICD parameters are left at nominal settings; therefore, if manufacturers were to set the detection enhancements nominally on, use of the enhancements might increase.
Finally, devices were programmed to minimize ventricular pacing. Frequent ventricular pacing might have prevented template updates, affecting morphology function. Additionally, ventricular pacing introduces blanking and refractory periods that may have affected arrhythmia detection and classification, and it promotes heart failure and atrial fibrillation, which may also have affected the results.

Limitations
ICD detection involves numerous complex functions, and unique approaches have been developed by each manufacturer. The results with dual-chamber detection found in the present study may not extend to other manufacturers’ devices. A blinded core group prevented physician bias, and GEE analysis mitigated biased variability estimates due to excessive episodes from a single subject. The study was designed to be powered for the primary end point. The Kaplan-Meier approach does not use as much information as the GEE approach (only the first inappropriately detected episode per subject is used) and hence has somewhat less power. However, the point estimates using this approach were in the same direction, and the magnitude of the effect appeared (qualitatively) similar. We chose to explore and present this analysis because it has a useful graphical component.

Conclusion
SVTs were common, occurring in 34% of ICD recipients within 6 months of implantation. SVT was inappropriately detected from 40% to 31% (three fourths of inappropriately detected episodes resulted in reports having served as a consultant for St Jude Medical. The having served on the Speakers Bureau for St Jude. Dr Wilkoff reports having served as a consultant for St Jude and
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**CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE**

The implanted cardioverter/defibrillator (ICD) has become the gold standard for sudden cardiac death prevention in high-risk patients. Delivery of inappropriate shocks caused by misclassification of rapid supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) is a substantial limitation of ICDs, affecting up to 40% of patients. Dual-chamber ICDs, which use atrial and ventricular electrograms for arrhythmia diagnosis, were anticipated to improve discrimination between SVT and ventricular arrhythmias. Early studies did not support this hope, suggesting that single-ventricular-lead ICDs should be favored if atrial pacing is not required. The present multicenter prospective study sought to determine whether dual-chamber arrhythmia-sensing algorithms reduce ICD misclassification of SVT. Four hundred patients receiving dual-chamber ICDs were randomly assigned to dual- or single-chamber detection enhancements and followed up for 6 months. All ICDs were programmed to minimize ventricular pacing. SVTs occurred frequently, regardless of whether a history of atrial tachyarrhythmias was present. The odds of misclassification of SVT were decreased by almost half with the use of dual-chamber detection enhancements (odds ratio, 0.53; $P=0.03$). This improved detection translated to a reduction in inappropriate ICD therapies. It did not, however, reduce inappropriate shocks, because antitachycardia pacing, rather than shocks, was used more frequently in the single-lead group. These data show that use of a dual-chamber ICD that provides atrial sensing is a reasonable consideration for most patients. They also demonstrate the importance of both appropriate detection and programming of antitachycardia pacing for minimizing shocks.
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